THE FREE PATTERN
1 K DUTCH MEMBERS
Yarn: Luna by Borgo de' Pazzi Firenze

Snowflake
Pom-Pom Socks
@masilda.makes

SIZE:
37/38
This pattern is written in US standard therms.
MATERIALS:
- YARN: 100 gr of LUNA BY Borgo dè Pazzi Firenze
- Crochet Hook: 7mm
- Darning needle and scissors.
STITCHES & ABBREVIATIONS:
CH: chain
SLST: slip stitch
STS: stitches
ST: stitch
SC: single crochet
HDC: half double crochet
DC: double crochet
SK: skip
GAUGE:
10 HDC worked in round for 8 rounds with 7mm hook make a10x10 cm square.
You must respect the gauge to have the same size set at the end of your work.

Copying and reproduction of the contents and images in any form is prohibited. The redistribution and publication of unauthorized content
and images is prohibited. Always credit and declare the designer and the original yarn for any work based on this pattern.

INSTRUCTIONS:
SOCKS
(make two)
CH2 at the rows start DO NOT COUNT as a HDC.
DO NOT turn the work at the end of every round.
With 7mm crochet hook start with a CH 4.
Close in a ring with a SLST in the first CH.
Rnd1: work 6 SC into the ring.
Rnd2: CH2, 1 HDC in the same ST * 2 HDC in the next ST * repeat from * to * all the
round.
Close with a SLST in the fist HDC.
Rnd3: CH2, 1 HDC in the next ST * 2HDC in the next ST, 1 HDC in the next ST*
repeat from * to * all the round.
Close with a SLST in the fist HDC.
Rnd4: CH2, 1 HDC in the next 2 ST * 2HDC in the next ST, 2 HDC in the next
ST * repeat from * to * all the round.
Close with a SLST in the fist HDC.
RD5_13: CH2, work 24 HDC all the round.
Close with a SLST in the fist HDC.
From now you must divide your stitches for the heel. You must work flat.
Place a stitch marker in your SLST, this marks the half of your heel part.
CH2 at the row start count as HDC.
R0W14: CH2, work 8 HDC before the stitchmarker, then 9HDC after the stitc marker
(18 HDC). Turn the work.
ROW 15_19: CH2, work 17 HDC.Turn the work.
Cut the yarn and sew the heel (See the pic).
Now you must refill the ankle part.
Start to work in round again.
CH2 count as HDC
RD 20: CH2,
work 24 HDC evenly spaced.
Close with a SLST in the first HDC.
RD21_23: CH2, work 1 HDCin every HDC.
Close with a SLST in the first HDC.
Cut the yarn and hide the yarn tails.
Make two cute pompom and sew it at your socks!
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